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Key Machines
1200CMB Blitz

TM

Code Machine

1233CMSB Switch Blitz

TM

The Original Blitz™ Machine, from its introduction more than 30 years ago,
revolutionized the locksmith industry. The 1200CMB Blitz™ simplified the code
cutting process, and its innovative design earned it 3 u.s. Patents. It is the best
selling code machine, renowned as the "standard of the industry", and after more
than three decades, HPC's Blitz™ machine has become an integral part of virtually
every locksmith business. Before The Blitz™, it had never been so easy to cut keys
by code. No more fumbling around with time consuming depth keys. No more
confusing micrometer measurements and complicated machine set-up. The "key" to
this revolution was translating the lock manufacturers' depth and space
measurements to code cards. Most often, just replacing the code card is all that is
required to cut a key for a different lock.

TM

The Switch Blitz combines the best of
both worlds. The Original BlitzTM
Code Machine combined with a heavy
duty semi-automatic duplicator.
Now in the bench space of 1 machine
you have 2 top quality key machines.
the brilliant design and engineering
makes the switch from code cutting to
duplicating as easy as 1-2-3.

The high-performance, long-life motor
provides ample torque for cutting a high
volume of keys. The BlitzTM comes with 150
code cards and 2 cutters. additional specialty
code cards, cutters and adapters are available
separately.
Includes Free
Software
Weight: 35 lb.
Cutters Supplied:

HP1200CMB(Blitz)

Tool Steel, 1000 Large Cylinder
CW-14MC

$5,317.90

Tool Steel, 900 Small Cylinder
CW-1011

1200CMBX Extreme BlitzTM
The Extreme Blitz™ is ideal for a new locksmith,
a second shop or a new van. Perfect for the locksmith
who wants it all! it comes with 3 cutters, an expanded
deck of 175 code cards, the tubular key adapter kit (No. TKA-CMB)
and The Blitz™ calibration kit (no. cmb-ck). plus, get free software
when you register your Extreme Blitz™.
The Extreme BlitzTM version adds 25 additional code cards,
the CW-47MC Cutter, the tubular adapter kit and the
calibration kit. in addition, receive the full version of
CodeSource®, MasterKing® and how to create master key
Systems software programs.

Tubular Key Adapter Kit
The Tubular Key Adapter Kit cuts
standard 7-pin tubular keys by
code on your BlitzTM machine
quickly, accurately and
economically.

HPTKA-SWITCH

$641.14

1-800-652-2835

Tool Steel Duplicating Cutter
CW-6010
Includes Free
Software

Comes With 150 Code Cards & Binder.
Also Available In AC/DC And 240VAC.

HP1200CMBX

$6,606.08

Includes Free
Software

HP1233CMSB
$6,867.00

The Punch MachineTM
The Punch MachineTM works on
the same principle as The BlitzTM,
making it the most versatile
punch machine on the market.
it is extremely accurate and
completely portable. depth and
space adjustments are not
required in changing from one
manufacturer to another.
The Punch MachineTM comes with
104 code cards and 3 punches,
making it ready to punch most
commercial, residential,
automotive and furniture keys
right out of the box.

Punches Supplied:
PCH-14
PCH-47
PCH-1011

Includes Free
Software

HP1200PCH
$3,755.28
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The TigerSHARK™2 is the next
generation key machine with
the ability to do more than
you would expect.
Includes Free

• Cut All Of Your Standard Keys Quickly With
Our High-speed, Single-Angle Cutter Or Use
The Standard Hpc Cutters That You Already
Use On Your 1200CMB Blitz™ And 1200MAX
Codemax®
• One Of The Amazing Parts Of The
TigerSHARK™2’s Versatility Is The Rotating
Head That Generates High-Security Angle
Cuts, Like Medeco®. This Is A Revolutionary
Addition To The Now Common Double-Cutter
Key Machines.
• Decode And Create High-Security Automotive
Keys Or Cut New Keys By Code.
• Versatile Design And Innovative Optional
Adapters Allow You To Cut Specialty Keys
Including Tubular And Tibbe.
• Scan The Extensive Code Database For The
Bitting That You Need, And Cut That Key.
• Multiple Decoding And Self-Calibration Probes
Keeps Your Machine Accurate And Ready To
Cut Your Customers’ Keys.
• Versatile Design And Innovative Optional
Adapters Allow You To Cut Specialty Keys
Including Tubular And Tibbe.

HP123TSHARK2
The AutomateTM Automatic Key Machine
A fully automatic, hands-free key duplicator. entire cutting
cycle takes only 12 seconds. Comes with 4-way jaws and a
spring-loaded carriage, for accurate cutting of a wide variety
of keys.
4-way jaws allow it to
hold a wide variety of keys.
Cutter Supplied: CW-42HQT
High Quality Tool Steel

Software

If you are looking for one
machine to handle all of your
code cutting, from single keys
to complex master key systems,
The HPC TigerSHARK™2 is your
answer.
Cutters Supplied:
Tool Steel, 1000 Large Cyl.
CW-14MC
CW-1011
Tool Steel, 900 Small Cyl.
CW-90MC
Tool Steel, 900 Large Cyl.
CW-20FM
Tool Steel, 760 Sargent
CW-47MC
Tool Steel, 870 Some Auto
CW-1012
Tool Steel, 860 Medeco®

$16,050.00

Specs:
Motor:
Shipping Wgt:
Machine Size:
Bench Size:

120VAC(1/6hp,4.7 amps)
81 lbs.
12 1/2"W x 16"D x 21"H
21" x 16" 21"

Tubular DuplicodeTM
The HPC/Scotsman 747XU Tubular DuplicodeTM is a lightweight key
machine designed to cut most sizes of tubular keys.
The capabilities of the machine include: dead pin cuts, right and left hand
cuts, 8-cut, 10-cut, 11-cut and pin within a pin in any position.
It can also duplicate a key from an HPC tubular pick.
A unique aspect of the machine is that you can duplicate any key,
even if it has non-standard space increments.
The positive decoding mechanism is the first of its kind.
This same mechanism allows you to cut by code, leaving no guesswork.

Machine Size:
12"W x 16"D x 11"H
15VAC 60hz, 1/15 HP 1.5 Amps

Weight: 32 lbs.

HP6666HQT
$2,873.00

HP747XU

$3,045.44

Shipping Weight: 11 Lbs.
Machine Size: 16"W X 5"D X 5"H
Bench Size: 20"W X 6"D
Shipping Weight: .8 Lbs.
Machine Size: 2"D x 4"L

Tubular DuplicutTM

Pocket Cut-UpTM

The Tubular DuplicutTM duplicates standard size 7-pin tubular keys.
it is equipped with a carbide cutter and a safety cover.
it duplicates keys with any depth and space configuration, as
well as from an HPC tubular pick. It is an economical choice for
cutting a large volume of tubular keys.
15VAC 60hz, 1/15 HP 1.5 Amps
Shipping Weight: 11 Lbs.
Machine Size: 16"W X 5"D X 5"H
Bench Size: 20"W X 6"D

The Pocket Cut-Up™ is a compact, portable tubular key machine.
Factory preset to cut standard size center sequence tubular keys by
code. Offset left and offset right sequence
(including dead pin cuts) can be cut with
one simple adjustment. It also cuts most
greenwald style tubular keys. The tubular key
blank is held firmly in place by the swing-away
key holding fixture, that locks the depth
HPTKM-90
adjustment knob at pre-selected depths.
By turning the cutter knob, brass or
$769.38
steel key blanks are cut with ease.

HP747E
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QuickSilver No. 7000QS
introducing quicksilver, the evolution of rapid key cutting.
with the best features of the rapidkey™ 7000 and the
tigershark we now offer you unsurpassed cutting brilliance,
speed and accuracy. Quicksilver will cut 100’s of keys per
hour. You probably won't need to cut that many, but it's nice
to know that you can. with a cutting cycle of 4 to 6 seconds,
the slowest part of cutting keys will be loading and unloading
blanks. If you’re concerned about accuracy, don’t be. Quicksilver
calibrates itself. All you have to do is insert the calibration key,
click through a few screens and let this intelligent machine do
the rest. It really is that easy. quicksilver is overflowing with
depth and space data from the most popular keys to be cut.
But if cutting by code wasn't enough, quicksilver will impress
you with its electronic touch that will read the depths of an
inserted key so you can cut a new one to factory specs.
No need to make duplicates of worn duplicates when you're
backed with this type of technology. Don't spend $6,000, $8,000,
$10,000 or more on a machine that claims to do everything
quicksilver can. Get yourself the quicksilver for a whole lot less
and start enjoying the profits right away!

QuickSilver RapidKeyTM

HP7000QS
$9,385.90
3344HQT Trace-A-Key®

CodeMax®
Codemax® is the original computerized code machine. Based on the "Standard Of
The Industry" Blitz™, Codemax® has an internal computer chip that contains depth &
space data (DSD) for more than 950 different lock types. it has a micrometer
function in both inch and metric formats. this versatility allows it to cut virtually
all standard vehicle, commercial, residential and furniture keys throughout the world.
On The Automatic Angler Model, (Codemax® AA) The cutter pivots automatically to
Cut high-security angle keys, such as Medeco®, eliminating the need to turn the
cutter head manually. simply enter the depth and direction of the angle, and the
Codemax® AA does the rest. all models of Codemax® are equipped with a shoulder
Gauge safety switch. This feature ensures the shoulder gauge is out of the way
Before you start cutting a key.
The High-Performance, Long-Life Motor On Codemax® provides ample torque
for cutting a high volume of keys. it is available in 120vac or 240vac for
use in locksmith shops around the world.

The Trace-A-Key® is a semi-automatic duplicator
designed to be the fastest, most accurate and most
dependable duplicator available. this machine is
loaded with must-have features. The spring-loaded
carriage assures consistent duplication. The
lever-operated carriage and high-quality cutter
combine for fast action. It is equipped with a highperformance motor for trouble free cutting and the
SoftieTM brush to swiftly debur keys. The rugged
single-casting construction makes it a very durable
machine.
Cutter: HPC-42HQT

The total power of Codemax® is realized when you connect it to your pc. all
machines come with a 25-foot (7.5m), 9-pin serial cable for easy connection to
your pc. this gives you the ability to download information from MasterKing®,
Keytrail® and Codesource®. This makes creating new keys as simple as looking
Up the code on your computer and downloading it to your HPC Codemax®.
Backed by a 1-year warranty and HPC's expert technical support
department, The Codemax® is the answer for computerized code cutting!

HP1200MAX
Computerized
Machine

$11,048.28

Includes Free
Software

1-800-652-2835

Computerized Automatic
angler model allows you to
cut angled cuts, such
as Medeco®. simply
enter the depth and
direction of the angle
and the Codemax® AA
does the rest.

HP1200MAXAA

HP3344HQT

$11,666.54

$2,369.94
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8100 Big GrooveTM

9120RM Mini Speedex® Key Duplicating Machine

The HPC Big Groove™ is new from the ground up.
It incorporates American Precision CNC machining
with over 55 years of hpc key cutting expertise!
This supremely accurate, heavy-duty track key
duplicator will set a new Standard of excellence
in track key duplication!
Big Groove™ cuts the most popular 2-track and
4-track keys (internal and External) without additional
adapters. Plus, it cuts many luxury and specialty
Keys! Its unique swing-away head allows for easy
key loading and with it Easy-glide carriage it cuts
perfectly accurate keys effortlessly.
Once found only on a few luxury cars such as
Mercedes and BMW, track keys (also known as
laser or sidewinder keys) are now used on many
models from nearly all of the auto manufacturers,
including Chrysler, Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai,
Toyota and VW.
Duplicating track keys is highly profitable.
The New Big Groove™ makes it easy and affordable
to get into this lucrative market. The precision
engineering and manufacturing put into this
heavy-duty duplicator ensures generations
of accurate keys.

The most accurate small machine on the market;
with high performance and expert engineering at a
super low cost.

Motor:
120 VAC 50/60hz .18hp 1 Amp
Shipping Weight: 38 lbs./17.5 kg
Machine size:
9"W x 11"D x 15"H
Bench size:
20"W x 11"D x 17"H
Cutter Supplied: No. CW-LPA-2.5, 2.5mm High
Speed Steel Cutter
Tracer:
No. BG-11 Big Groove™ Tracer
ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED:
No. WRENCH-9
Allen Wrench, 1/8"
No. WRENCH-13
Allen Wrench, 2.5mm
No. BG-17
Tip Gauges
No. BG-18
Calibration Pins

Comes with the CW-23RM rotary
milling cutter and HPC’s famous
SoftieTM rotary brush.
Features HPC's state-of-the-art
4-way cutting jaws for cutting
regular and double-sided keys, durable
construction, and bronze bearings.
Shipping Weight: 17 Lb.

HP9120RM

$1,057.88
9180MC Power Speedex® Key Duplicator
The Power Speedex® (9180MC) is a semi-automatic duplicator
that has all the features of The Premier Speedex®, plus it is
operated by a spring-loaded lever. this design allows the
carriage to move smoothly when cutting keys. The 9180MC
Also has a molded plastic cover that encloses the motor.
It is designed to cut large bow keys and has 4-way jaws
For cutting longer automotive keys. The 9180mc is mounted
On a sturdy base and comes equipped with The HPC SoftieTM
rotary brush. its durable construction and bronze bearings
combine for a long lasting, accurate machine.
Cutter: HPCW-23MC

$173.02

HP9180MC

$1,733.40
9160MC Premier Speedex®

HP8100BG

$3,068.34

Weight: 30 lbs.
Cutter Supplied: CW-23MC
Machine Size: 12" W x 14" D x 8" H

HP9160MC
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Manual Speed Duplicator

The Premier Speedex® (9160MC) is a manual duplicator,
perfect for duplicating even the largest of keys. it is
equipped with 4-way jaws for holding a large variety of
different blanks, including longer automotive keys.
the reversible copy dog allows you to cut
flat steel keys with the optional slotting
cutter-kit (CW-16KIT). The 9160MC is
mounted on a sturdy base and comes
equipped with a heavy-duty motor.
It also comes equipped with the HPC
SoftieTM rotary brush. its durable steel
construction and bronze bearings
combine for a longer lasting product.

$1,415.10

Cutter:
HPCW-23MC
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1200CMB/BlitzTM Code Cards
American Motors (D, E, K, L)
HPC1
HPC2
Arrow—New Large Pin
Best/Falcon/Eagle/Arrow (A2)
HPC3
HPC4
Briggs & Stratton Disc (Gas Cap)
HPC5
Chicago/Fort Single Sided-Disc
HPC6
Chicago Pin
HPC10
Chrysler Pin (’69+)
HPC11
Corbin Disc
HPC12
Corbin Small Pin
HPC16
Dexter Large Pin (’69+)
HPC20
Eagle Small Pin Long Space
HPC21
Eagle Large Pin
HPC24
Ford 5 Pin Double-Sided (’65+)
HPC25
General Motors Wafer (’36+)
HPC26
Hudson Small Pin
HPC27
Ilco Small Pin
HPC28
Ilco/Lockwood Large Standard Pin
HPC29
Illinois/Timberline Single-Sided Disc
HPC30
American Small Pin
HPC31
Kwikset Large Pin
HPC31X Kwikset Titan
HPC34
Master Small Pin (7K)
HPC35
Master Standard Large Pin (IK)
HPC36
Medeco Standard (.030 inc.)
HPC37
National Cabinet Single-Sided Disc
National Cabinet Small Pin Standard
HPC39
HPC40
National Large Pin
HPC41
Russwin Large Pin (not system 70)
HPC42
Russwin D & H Pre-System 70
HPC44
Sargent Large Pin
HPC45
Schlage Large Pin
HPC46
Segal Large Pin
HPC48
Taylor Small Pin
HPC49
Taylor Large Pin
HPC50
Weiser-Falcon
HPC51
Welch Large Pin
Weslock Large Pin
HPC52
HPC53
XL Lock Letterbox (X, K Series)
HPC55
Yale Disc (B,GHJE) (’82-’85)
HPC56
Yale Small Pin
HPC57
Yale Large Pin
HPC103A Master Pro Series 2001+
HPC104 Dom 2H (44) Double Sided
HPC105 Dom 2C (17) Single Sided
HPC107 National Cabinet Lock Letterbox
HPC112 Abus Diskus Rekeyable
HPC115 Lori High Security L10 Keyway
HPC116 Schlage Everest SFIC
HPCMMI Micrometer Card “A” Jaw (inch)
HPCMBI Micrometer Card “ B “ Jaw (inch)
HPCMRM M-mtr Card “A” Jaw (red tip-metric)
HPCMRT M-mtr Card “A” Jaw (red tip-inch)
HPCMHM M-mtr Card “A” Jaw(black tip-metric
HPCMHT M-mtr Card “A” Jaw (black tip-inch)
HPCMMM Micrometer Card “A” Jaw (metric)
HPCMBM Micrometer Card “B” Jaw (metric)

1-800-652-2835

Code Cards
HPCF3
HPCF4
HPCF8
HPCF11
HPCF13
HPCF34
HPCF36
HPCF40
HPCF43
HPCF48
HPCF49
HPCF51
HPCF52
HPCF56
HPCF60
HPCF63
HPCF64
HPCF65
HPCF67
HPCF68
HPCF73
HPCF74
HPCF80
HPCF81
HPCF82
HPCF85
HPCF86
HPCF87
HPCF88
HPCF89
HPCF90
HPCF91
HPCF94
HPCF96
HPCF99
HPCF100
HPCF101
HPCF102
HPCF114
HPCF118
HPCF119
HPCF201
HPCF202
HPCF203
HPCF204
HPCF205
HPCF206
HPCF207
HPCF208
HPCF209
HPCF211
HPCF215
HPCF301
HPCF302
HPCF303
HPCF304
HPCF306
HPCF307

$39.72 each

VW (plain/shoulder side)
VW/Audi/Porsche
VW/Volvo (Gas Cap)
Ford Capri/Fiesta
Merkur (German Ford) (’85-’89)
BMW/Mercedes (I I Wafer) (’75+)
Porsche (911-912)
Jaguar/Datsun/Mazda/Triumph
British Autos & Cycles
Ford Cargo Truck (’86+)/Sterling
Jaguar XJ6 (10 Disc) (’88+)
Volvo/ MG Primary & Secondary
Volvo 240,740 & 760
Saab (’74+)
Nissan/Datsun/Subaru (FMNW)
Mazda/Ford Truck
Mazda (’70-’80)
Mazda/Ford/Mercury
Nissan/Datsun/Subaru/GMC(8 Disc)
Mazda/Ford 10 Cut
Honda (’82+)/Acura (’86+)
Honda (’88+)/Acura (’90+)
Toyota/Isuzu/Mitsubishi/Hyundai
Toyota AN4,NT, ’69+/Chevy Luv B
Toyota (unlettered) (’69+)
GM-Chevy/Isuzu/Mitsubishi (AH)
GM-Chevy Nova Prim. & Sec. (RS)
Toyota 8 Disc
Toyota/Geo/Isuzu/Mits./Suz./Daih.
Geo Tracker/Suz. Sidekick/Isuzu
Fiat Ignition
Fiat Secondary
Fiat Strada ('79-'80)
Fiat Strada ('81+)
Iveco Truck (PZ)
Chrysler/Renault/Peugeot (Prim.)
Chrysler/Renault (Sec.) (BGCDE)
Chrysler/Renault (Sec.) N-L (’81+)
Chrysler/Renault/Peugeot (Prim.)
Chrysler/Renault/Peugeot (Sec.)
Eagle Premier Ignition (’88+)
Hyundai-U.S. (X-Series) (’86+)
Yugo Secondary Z (Z,D,H)(’77-’93)
Yugo Secondary (G)
GM-Allante (’87+)(Z,D,H) (’93+)
GM-Pontiac Lemans (S) (’88+)
GM-Cavalier (’91+)/”N” Body(’92+)
GM-Satum
Toy. Camry/Corolla Sd./GeoPrizm
Toyota Corolla Wagon (’93+)
Hyundai Sonata
GM (’94+) Modular Ignition Prog.
Kia/Hyundai 7-cut (X.Y series)
Hyundai 8-cut (S,T series)
Ford Aspire (Kia) 10-cut(B Series)
Nissan Pathfinder 96+
Mitsubishi Galant 8-cut 99+
Toy. 2000+ Highldr,Camry,Corolla

HPCMC30
HPCMC37
HPCMC50
HPCMC71
HPCMC80
HPCMC81
HPCPKS1
HPCPKS2
HPCSP3
HPCSP4
HPCEX1
HPCX1
HPCX3
HPCX5
HPCX6A
HPCX7
HPCX10
HPCX11
HPCX14
HPCX32
HPCX56
HPCX58
HPCX59
HPCX60
HPCX101
HPCX102
HPCX263

Honda Motorcycle ('76-'82)
Honda Cycles (’83+)
Kawasaki Cycles (’79+)
Suzuki Cycles (’88+)
Yamaha Cycles (‘81+)
Yamaha Cycle ('81+)
Kaba Peaks (140) (6 Pin) (A2)
Kaba Peaks (150) (6 & 7 Pin)(A2)
Medeco Biaxial
Medeco Biaxial 60-series
ASSA Twin 6000
Emhart/Corbin/Russwin (sys. 70)
Medeco Small Pin (thin head)
Corbin (system 70) (X-class/27-99)
Emhart/Corbin/Russwin (sys. 70)
Russwin (system 70) (KN) (’77+)
Best Falc Eagle Arrow IC A3 .018 inc.
Best Falc Eagle Arrow IC A4 .021 inc.
Chicago/Steelcase Small Pin
Hudson Disc
Ford 10 Cut
LSDA (Taiwan) Large Pin
Chrysler Double-Sided (’89-’92)
Chrysler Double-Sided (’93+)
Ford Eight Cut 96+
Chrysler 98 8-cut
Saturn 03+

Cards Are Available Separately
Or In A Complete Deck Of 150.

HPDECK-150

$1,096.82
1200CMB Series Calibration Kit
This easy to use tool kit is
for use with all blitz™ and
switch blitz™ series key
machines. it is designed
to quickly and accurately
diagnose whether your
machine is out of
calibration. If it is out of
calibration, the kit can
then be used to calibrate
your machine with
just a few simple steps,
or determine whether
factory service is needed.
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1200PCH Code Cards

Code Cards

$39.72 each

Storage Panel
Use With Your InstructionBinder

HPCARD-P1
HPCARD-P3
HPCARD-P4
HPCARD-P5L
HPCARD-P5R
HPCARD-P6L
HPCARD-P6R
HPCARD-P10
HPCARD-PI6
HPCARD-P24L
HPCARD-P24R
HPCARD-P25
HPCARD-P29L
HPCARD-P29R
HPCARD-P30
HPCARD-P31
HPCARD-P31X
HPCARD-P34
HPCARD-P35
HPCARD-P37
HPCARD-P39
HPCARD-P45
HPCARD-P52
HPCARD-P53
HPCARD-PF4
HPCARD-PF8
HPCARD-PF11
HPCARD-PF13
HPCARD-PF33
HPCARD-PF34
HPCARD-PF43L
HPCARD-PF43R
HPCARD-PF48
HPCARD-PF51L
HPCARD-PF51R
HPCARD-PF52
HPCARD-PF60L
HPCARD-PF60R
HPCARD-PF63L
HPCARD-PF63R
HPCARD-PF65
HPCARD-PF67L
HPCARD-PF67R
HPCARD-PF68
HPCARD-PF73L
HPCARD-PF73R
HPCARD-PF74
HPCARD-PF80L
HPCARD-PF80R
HPCARD-PF80RR
HPCARD-PF85L
HPCARD-PF85R
HPCARD-PF86R
HPCARD-PF86RR
HPCARD-PF87
HPCARD-PF88L

244

American Motors
Best/Falcon/Eagle/Arrow (A2)
Briggs & Stratton Disc (Gas Cap)
Chicago/Fort Single-Sided Disc
Chicago/Fort Single Sided-Disc
Chicago Pin
Chicago Pin
Chrysler Pin '69+
Dexter Large Pin '69+
Ford 5 Pin Secondary
Ford 5 Pin Primary
General Motors
Illinois Single Sided Disc
Illinois/Timb. Single Sided Disc
American Small Pin
Kwikset Large Pin Standard
Kwikset Titan
Master Small Pin
Master Large Pin
National Cabinet Lock Disc
National Cabinet Small Pin Std.
Schlage Large Pin
Weslock Large Pin
XL Lock Letterbox (X,K)
VW/Audi/Porsche
VW/Volvo (Gas Cap)
Ford Capri & Fiesta
Merkur (German Ford) 85-89
BMW/Mercedes (10 wafer)
BMW/Mercedes (11 wafer)
British Autos & Cycles
British Autos & Cycles
Ford Cargo truck '86+ Sterling
Volvo/MG Primary
Volvo/MG Secondary
Volvo 240, 740 & 760
Nissan/Datsun/Subaru
Nissan/Datsun
Mazda/Ford Truck
Mazda/Ford Truck
Mazda/Ford/Mercury
Datsun/Nissan/Subaru (8 disc)
GMC Tiltmaster (8 disc)
Mazda 10 cut
Honda
Honda/Acura
Honda ('88+)/Acura (90+)
Isuzu/Chevy/Hyundai (C,H,U,Z)
Toyota,Mitsubishi (D,K,R,S)
Toyota (F,P)
Chevy Spectrum/Isuzu/Mits.(A,H)
Toyota/Daihatsu '84+ (K)
Chevy Nova/Toyota Ignition (R)
Chevy Nova/Toyota Secondary(S)
Toyota (8 disc)
Geo Metro/Geo Storm/Isuzu/
Mitsubishi/Suzuki

HPCARD-PF88R
HPCARD-PF89
HPCARD-PF100
HPCARD-PF101
HPCARD-PF114
HPCARD-PF119
HPCARD-PF201
HPCARD-PF204
HPCARD-PF205
HPCARD-PF206
HPCARD-PF207
HPCARD-PF208
HPCARD-PF209
HPCARD-PF211
HPCARD-PF215
HPCARD-PF301L
HPCARD-PF302R
HPCARD-PF302L
HPCARD-PF302R
HPCARD-PX14
HPCARD-PX32
HPCARD-PX56
HPCARD-PX57L
HPCARD-PX57R
HPCARD-PX59
HPCARD-PX60
HPCARD-PX101
HPCARD-PX102
HPCARD-PX263
HPCARD-MIAL
HPCARD-MIAR
HPCARD-MMAL
HPCARD-MMAR

Cardware
TM

TM

Toyota/Geo/Prism/Daihatsu
Geo Tracker/
Suzuki Sidekick/Isuzu
Chrys.-AMC/Renault Alliance
Peugeot (Primary) (83-85)
Renault Secondary
(Door/Trunk)
Chrys.-AMC/Renault Alliance
Peugeot (Primary) (86-88)
Eagle Premier Ignition ('88+)
Hyundai-U.S. '86+ (X)
GM/Allante '87+
GM Pontiac LeMans '88+ (S)
GM Cavalier '91+/N Body’92+
GM-Saturn
Toyota Camry/
Corolla Sedan/Geo Prizm
Toyota Corolla Wagon '93+
Hyundai
GM '94+ Modular Ign. Prog.
Hyundai/Kia 7-cut (Y1-2000)
Hyundai/Kia 7-cut
(X1-2000,Y7001-8200)
Hyundai 8-cut (T)
Hyundai 8-cut (S)
Chicago Small Pin/Steelcase
Hudson Disc
Ford 10 Cut
Lockwood (AU) LW4, LW5
Lockwood (AU) LW4R, LW5R
Chrysler 89-92
Chrysler '93
Ford 8-cut 96+
Chrysler 8-cut 98+
Saturn 03+
Micrometer Card 'A' JawLeft In.
Micrometer Card 'A" JawRight In.
Micrometer Card 'A' JawLeft mm
Micrometer Card 'A' JawRight mm

Code Card Generator

CardWare code card
generator allows you to
make any code card you
need for The BlitzTM,
Switch BlitzTM, Punch
HPCW-CD
MachineTM and pocket
size decoder. Print to
$235.84
standard paper for a
temporary card or use card
stock or the included "Tear-Proof"
paper for a long lasting card. over
950 lock types available. you can also
add custom depth and space data to
the card before printing.

These convenient storage panels hold
40 code cards. (Cards Sold Separately)

HPCARD-BP

$47.08

Automotive Super Saw Kit
For The BlitzTM
Helps you cut double-sided automotive
keys on your BlitzTM without shims & wires.
The kit comes with everything you need
including 20 new code cards covering over
400 vehicle models from 35 manufacturers.

HPASJ-1200

$382.40
Medeco® & Schlage® Jaws
Special jaws to cut various
Medeco® & Schlage® keys.
for use with the 1200 Series
code machines.
MJ-1

SPJ-1
MJ-3
HPMJ-1
HPMKYM-KIT
HPMJ-3
HPSPJ-1

Level 1 Comm. Keys
KeyMark® Keys
Medeco® 3 Systems
Schlage® Primus/Quad

$171.66
$276.96
$214.38
$128.32
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HPC/Scotsman CylgardTM

Latch Lock Guard For Doors Opening Out

Made in the U.S.A., the HPC/Scotsman
Cylgard™ is a case hardened solid steel
ring designed to guard against forcible
entry. it spins freely around the cylinder,
preventing the use of a wrench to break
the cylinder. it is available in a satin
stainless finish, providing an extremely
durable and attractive look.

Made to provide added protection for all doors
using spring latch type locks. The guard plate is
screwed directly onto the edge of the door.
the flange will keep any prying tools away from
the latch.
made of zinc-plated steel.
countersunk screw hole;
HPODG-6
packed with screws.
HPCG1-AXC-EA

$23.56

$20.58

1.73" O.D. x 1.165" I.D.

Guard Plate For King-Size Doors Opening Out

Offset Guard Plates For Doors Opening Out

This is our strongest and most popular guard
plate. It is 14 inches long and is made of two
welded pieces of steel. Offers maximum resistance
to prying and forcing. Mounted onto door with
2 carriage bolts, going through the door and
anchored with a nut and cap nut on the inside.
four wood screws go into the edge of the door.

Offset guard plates are to be used on vestibule
doors with protecting door casings. For doors that
are not flush with the frame. these plates are
easily installed by drilling only 2 holes for the pair
thru-bolts nuts to solid-mount it. Made of heavy
gauge steel and has a satin stainless finish. The
14 inch overall length, extends 3 inches beyond the
average lock face, presenting plenty of covered
area to frustrate unauthorized, forceable entry.

Complete With All Necessary Hardware.
Baked Metallic Brown Enamel Finish

HPVDG-10

$32.82

Part #

Offset Price
$30.40
HPOVDG-11 1/4”
$30.40
HPOVDG-12 3/8”

Part #
HPOVDG-13
HPOVDG-14

Offset Price
7/16” $30.40
9/16” $30.40

Key Machine Cutters
Type

Part #

Use

O.D. Thickness Hole

Comp

Price

Flat Slotter
HPCW-45SMS

Side Mill

2 3/8”

.045”

1/2”

Flat Steel Keys on Code Machines and Speedex®

45SMS

$177.32

Double Angle
HPCW-14MC
HPCW-20FM
HPCW-47MC
HPCW-50MC
HPCW-1011
HPCW-1012

Tool Steel Mill
Tool Steel Mill
Tool Steel Mill
Tool Steel Mill
Tool Steel Mill
Tool Steel Mill

2 3/8”
2 3/8”
2 3/8”
2 1/4”
2 3/8”
2 3/8”

.375"
.375”
.315"
.281”
.288”
.375”

3/8”
3/8”
3/8”
1/2”
3/8”
3/8”

Standard Large Pin Cylinder Keys on Code Machines
Sargent & Welch Large Pin Cylinders on Code Machine
Japanese & Korean Automotive on Code Machines
Double Angle For Speedex® Machines
Automotive & Small Cylinder Keys on Code Machine
Medeco & Emhart Angle-Cut Keys

LG-14MC

LG-1011
LG-1012

$237.92
$239.60
$285.52
$221.80
$237.42
$264.48

HPCW-23MC
HPCW-34TS
HPCW-23RM

Mill
Mill
File

2 1/4”
2 1/4”
2 1/4”

.093”
.250”
.430”

1/2”
1/2”
1/2”

Standard Cutter for Premiere & Powerspeedex®
Optional Cutter for Premiere & Powerspeedex®
Standard Cutter for Mini Speedex

"Sharpy”
23RF, CU-5
23RF

$185.14
$209.18
$118.40

Carbide Cutters
HPCW-1011C
HPCW-14MCC
HPCW-41HQC
HPCW-47MCC

Carbide Mill
Carbide Mill
Carbide Mill
Carbide Mill

2 3/8”
2 3/8”
2 1/2”
2.395”

.288”
.375”
.281”
.288”

3/8”
3/8”
3/8”
3/8”

Same as CW-1011
Same as CW-14MC
3333, 6666, 1250, 1350
Same as CW-47MC

Single Angle

1-800-652-2835
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LG-41CA

$877.56
$896.80
$825.88
$932.26
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KeyTrail
Straight ®Yoke Micrometer

Utility Tags

For measuring the depths of cuts on flat steel & cylinder keys

Perfect for personal property tags, price and sale tags or will-call items.
for use on heavy or much handled merchandise, where strength and
non-mutilating qualities are required.
These metal rim utility tags
are manufactured from heavy
stock with a smooth writing
surface. Each tag has an
attached string, looped
and knotted.
HPERD-0
100 per package.

The straight yoke micrometer is designed to support the cut key
while checking the depths. Has a hardened anvil, thin enough
to check all cylinder keys, as well as flat steel keys with cuts as
narrow as .030" in width. A genuine leather case is included.

HPSKM-1

HPERD-1

$409.78
KeyTrail
Ultimate®Micrometer

Part #

The Ultimate Micrometer allows for precise measuring of depths
of cuts. The easy to see digital display gives accurate readings in
thousandths of an inch or millimeters, without eye strain.
The SKM-2D is satin chrome plated with heavy duty construction
for years of service.

HPSKM-2D

$858.38
Thrust Bearing Washer Set
The thrust bearing washer set is comprised of a specialized ball
bearing washer, sandwiched by 2 hardened steel washers. This
combination helps ensure the jaws hold securely without over
tightening the wing nuts. sold in sets of 2.

HPBBW-2

$22.34 /Set

$43.48
$47.06
$52.66
$60.68

1-1/2”
1-13/16”

Key Identification Tags

Heavy card stock tags with smooth
writing surface, and 2 metal grommets.
100/pack.

Ring Type

Snap Type

HPEYR-7
1 3/4”

HPEYS-8
1 3/4”

$38.82

$39.96

HPEYR-5
1 1/4”

HPEYS-6
1 1/4”

$29.08

$30.34

Give-Away Key Rings
HPC's Give-Away Key Rings are manufactured from hardened
.0475" (1.21mm) diameter spring steel wire. they are bright zinc
plated to resist tarnishing.

HPGAK-6
1” Dia
1000/box

HPGAK-4
3/4” Dia
1000/box

HPGAK-3
5/8” Dia
1000/box

$27.50

$22.50

$19.50
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Large Key Rings
Made of half-hard steel, with a
galvanized finish. Brass fastener,
screws either to the left or right,
allowing access on both sides of
the ring. HPLKR-11 will slip over
the head and can be carried around
the neck; will hold about 260 keys.

Part #
HPLKR-6
HPLKR-8
HPLKR-11

Diameter
6”
8”
11”

HPERD-3

Price/Pack

Diameter
1”
1-3/16”

HPERD-0
HPERD-1
HPERD-2
HPERD-3

HPERD-2

Price
$11.44
$12.26
$13.40
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*other sizes available for special order, ask customer service for information.

KeKab®

Digital KeKab®

Key Security Control Systems

The best security & control for your keys by locking them
securely in central locations. perfect for apartment
buildings, industrial plants, offices, schools and institutions.
designed to be mounted on a wall or near a desk or
workstation. heavy duty steel construction with piano
hinged doors and key panels. the HPC single-tag key
security control system provides:
1) Organized and locked key storage
2) Availability of keys which are sometimes lost or misplaced.
3) Accountability of keys within the system.
Each KeKab® System Incudes• Durable white key tags with reusable snap hooks. each tag can hold
multiple keys and are numbered for easy identification
• Durable steel key racks.
• “Out Key” key control tags • Numbered key control booklet.
• Locking Door 5 Disk Tumbler
Cam Lock

• Heavy Gauge
Steel Construction

Part #

Capacity

• Piano Type
Hinges On Doors
And Panels

Dimensions

Price

HPKEKAB-8

8 Keys

6-5/8” x 5-3/4” x 2”

$60.74

HPKEKAB-30

30 Keys

12” x 8” x 2-1/2”

$79.40

HPKEKAB-40

40 Keys

12" x 8" x 2-1/2”

HPKEKAB-60
HPKEKAB-80

60 Keys
80 Keys

17" x 13" x 3-1/4”
17" x 13" x 3-1/4”

$132.70
$150.48

HPKEKAB-120

120 Keys

17" x 13" x 3-1/4”

$181.58

HPKEKAB-160X

160 Keys (expandable)

20" x 16-1/2" x 5”

$232.66

HPKEKAB-240

240 Keys

20" x 16-1/2" x 5”

$313.18

HPKEKAB-260X

260 Keys (expandable)

25-1/4" x 18" x 5-1/2”

$426.34

HPKEKAB-330

330 Keys

20" x 16-1/2" x 5”

$388.58

HPKEKAB-500

500 Keys

25-1/4" x 18" x 5-1/2”

$624.02

HPKEKAB-730

730 Keys

25-1/4" x 18" x 5-1/2”

$856.34

Keyable KeKab®

USES MORTISE CYLINDER

HPC’s Keyable Kekab® eliminates the
problem of how to control the key to the
key cabinet. This line of cabinets allows you
to add your own mortise cylinder, which can
be keyed the same as an existing door or
included in a master key system.

$92.70

4-Wheel Combo KeKab®
An economical keyless locking option
for organizing keys. The 4-wheel lock
combination has 10,000 available
combinations & a key override,
included. The mechanical lock comes
with a decoding pin & the combination
can be easily changed when
necessary. Includes numbered key
tags, snap hooks and out-tags.

The Keyable KeKabs are
equipped with a heavyduty back plate and cam,
and are designed to use
a standard 1" mortise
cylinder.
®

60 Keys
17” x 13” x 3 1/4”

Cylinders Not Included
HPKEKAB-80-KK
HPKEKAB-120-KK

80 Keys 17" x 13" x 3-1/4” $230.62
120 Keys 17" x 13" x 3-1/4” $262.18

1-800-652-2835

HPKEKAB-60-4W

$210.66

HPC's DIGITAL KEKAB® series utilizes a new
electronic lock to provide a unique combination of convenience and security.
The digital KEKAB® has many intelligent
features.
There are 3 levels of access including
the master code, supervisor code and
user code. Any of these codes can be
instantly reprogrammed. Each level can
set, change or delete the lower levels.
the digital lock requires no wiring or
central processors.
It is powered by a single CR2032 - 3 volt
lithium watch battery. The lock is very energyefficient and will easily last 5-10 years
under normal usage. No more changing
batteries every year. A low-battery
indicator warns when the battery power
is low. the battery is easily replaced
from the outside and the internal
memory retains your code.
The digital lock comes set to the default multiuser mode where there is 1 code number at
each level. For special applications, the lock
can be programmed to a locker mode in which
the user code will lock and unlock the cabinet
until the next code is entered.

HPKEKAB-30-DL

30 Keys

$227.48

HPKEKAB-60-DL

60 Keys

$285.36

120 Keys

$329.66

HPKEKAB-160X-DL 160 Keys
HPKEKAB-240-DL
240 Keys

$380.74
$461.26

HPKEKAB-120-DL

Also available in capacities of:
8, 40, 80, 260, 330, 500 and 730 Keys.

Replacement Key Tags
HPPLT-1
Pack of 100 Plain Tags

$46.18

HPPLT-20
Pack of 20 Plain Tags

$15.36

Key Control Rack
10 Key 2 1/2” x 7 1/2”
Includes 10 Plain Tags
and Snap Hooks
HPKB-10P

$18.78

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LOCKSMITH SUPPLIES
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Picks

2000 Series Stainless
Steel Picks

Extractors
Saw Blade
EZ-1
Spiral Blade

SSP-10 (.020 thick)

EZ-5
Hook Style
EZ-2

SSP-11 (.020 thick)

SSP-12 (.020 thick)

SSP-13 (.020 thick)

SSP-14 (.020 thick)

HPSSP-10
HPSSP-11
HPSSP-12
HPSSP-13
HPSSP-14
HPSSP-20
HPSSP-30
HPSSP-31
HPSSP-40

.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020

Hook Style with Foam Handle
EZ-3

HPEZ-1
HPEZ-2
HPEZ-3
HPEZ-5

.020
.022
.022
.040

$5.96
$2.64
$6.06
$8.48

SSP-20 (.020 thick)

$11.44 each

Standard Spring Steel 2-In-1 Pick

SSP-30 (.020 thick)

SSP-31 (.020 thick)

HPP-13

.022

$3.50

SSP-40 (.020 thick)

Stainless Steel Extractors

Foam Grip Spring
Steel Picks

SSX-10

SSX-11

CPX-10 (.022)

SSX-20

CPX-11 (.022)

248

.022
.022
.022

CPX-12 (.022)

SSX-21
HPSSX-10
HPSSX-11
HPSSX-20
HPSSX-21

HPCPX-10
HPCPX-11
HPCPX-12

.020
.020
.020
.020

$11.44 each

$4.46 each
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Picks

Spring Steel Picks

Spring Steel Picks with Stainless Steel Handles
PX-2 HPX-2
.022
.028

.022

P-8

PX-4 HPX-4
.035
.022

LPX-15 .028

HPLPX-15

.022

$4.00

.028

HPLPX-16

.022

$4.00

LPX-11 HLPX-11
.028
.022

HPLPX-10
HPLPX-11

.022
.022

$4.00

LPX-12 HLPX-12
.028
.022

HPLPX-12

.022

$4.00

HPHLPX-10
HPHLPX-11
HPHLPX-12

.028
.028
.028

$4.00

HPHPX-1
HPHPX-2
HPHPX-3
HPHPX-4

.035
.035
.035

HPHPX-30
HPHPX-31

.035
.035

HPBPX-4
HPBPX-5
HPBPX-6
HPBPX-41
HPBPX-51
HPBPX-61

.022
.022

LPX-16

P-9 .022

$4.00

PX-31 HPX-31
.022
.035

P-10 .022
PX-1 HPX-1
.022
.035

P-11 .022

LPX-10 HLPX-10
.028
.022

PX-3 HPX-3
.022
.035

BPX-4

.022

BPX-41 .022
P-12
HPP-8
HPP-9
HPP-10
HPP-11
HPP-12

.022
.022
.022
.022

.022

PX-30 HPX-30
.022
.035

BPX-5

$3.50
HPPX-1
HPPX-2
HPPX-3
HPPX-4
HPPX-30
HPPX-31

.022
.022
.022
.022
.022
.022

BPX-6

$4.00

Color Coded Picks

.022

CLPX-11R (.022)

CHLPX-11R (.028)

DIAMONDS Gold Handles

HOOKS Blue Handles
CLPX-12H (.022) CHLPX-12H (.028)

CPX-31H (.022)

CBPX-5B (.022)

CLPX-16R (.022)
CBPX-41B (.022)

1-800-652-2835

.022
.022
.022
.022

$4.00

.022

BALLS Green Handles
CLPX-15R (.022)

$4.00

BPX-61

CLPX-10D (.022) CHLPX-10D (.028)

RAKES Red Handles

.035

.022

BPX-51 .022

.022

$4.00

HPCBPX-5B
HPCBPX-41B
HPCHLPX-10D
HPCHLPX-11R
HPCHLPX-12H
HPCLPX-10D
HPCLPX-11R
HPCLPX-15R
HPCLPX-16R
HPCLPX-12H
HPCPX-31H
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.022
.022
.028
.028
.028
.022
.022
.022
.022
.022
.022

$4.80
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Powered By 4
AA Batteries.

ElectropickTM

Color Coded Picks

tm

The Electropick is the original electric
pick gun. The amount of "bounce" in
the pick blade is adjustable, allowing
you to modify the action for
different locks.
• 2 straight pick blades,
• 2 angled pick blades
• 1 medium tension wrench
• 1 rigid tension wrench.
HPEPG-1

$338.78
Replacement Blades: HPP2-Straight

HPP3-Angled

Flip-ItTM
HPC's color coded picks add a level of efficiency in
Identifying the picks in your case. Each style of pick blade
has a different color of handle:
Rakes - Red

Diamonds - Gold

Extractors - Silver

Balls - Green

Hooks - Blue

These aluminum handles provide for a lighter feel than the
Stainless steel and make it easier to locate the type of tool
You need.

HPCCPK-15

HPCCPK-25

HPCCPK-35

HPCOLOR-35

4 Rakes
3 Hooks
2 Diamonds
2 Balls
2 Extractors
2 Tension Tools

8 Rakes
4 Hooks
3 Diamonds
3 Balls
3 Extractors
4 Tension Tools

10 Rakes
5 Hooks
5 Diamonds
5 Balls
5 Extractors
5 Tension Tools

10 Rakes
5 Hooks
5 Diamonds
5 Balls
5 Extractors
5 Tension Tools

$54.16

$86.90

$112.08

$149.42
Includes Genuine
Leather Case

Replacement Picks Available Separately

Stainless Steel Pen Pick Set
The stainless steel pen pick set comes complete with 14 stainless steel
picks (0.020 thickness) that are stored in the aluminum body.
The removable pocket clasp is also a tension tool. This is a handy way
to keep a complete pick set with you in a discreet manner.
• Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 5/8" x 6-3/4" (1.5 x 17.25cm)
• Contains 14 Picks And 1 Tension Tool
• Stainless Steel Pick Blades

When picking a lock in the wrong direction (intentionally
or by error) the FLIP-ITtm will flip the cylinder plug past the
upper pins and save you the job of re-picking.
Two Exclusive Features:
• Two Pin Quick Lock/Release:
HPFIT-2
Allows For Easy Release Of The
Rotating Action.
.60
• Sure Stop: Prevents Over-Winding
In Either Direction.

$129

Replacement Blade: HPFIT-BLADE

$14.38

Padlock Shim Picks
This 20 piece padlock shim pick set
is a fantastic alternative to picking,
and in many situations is the only
way to open a padlock in seconds.
Especially useful with laminated
padlocks, but will open almost any lock
which has a spring lever latch locking bar
(as opposed to a ball locking latch), providing
there is enough clearance to allow the shim
to operate. Contains 5 each of the 4 most
common shackle diameters.

HPPSA-20

$72.94
Key File Set
The key file set contains 6 swiss pattern files with wooden
handles. This set of 4" files includes all styles you need
for impressioning keys. These precision-cut no. 2 medium
files come in a convenient plastic carrying case.

HPVIPS-14

$151.50
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• Rectangular Straight
• Half Round Tapered
• 3-Square Tapered
• Warding Tapered
• Round Tapered
• Square Tapered

HPKFS-6

$72.52
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Deluxe Pick Set

Superior Pick Set

HPC picks are the standard choice of the industry. Each pick is made
of hard finished clock spring steel, tempered to the correct degree of
hardness. If you are working on wafer tumbler locks or six or seven
pin tumbler locks, HPC has the finest quality tools for the job at hand.

This pick set gives you more of a choice of a particular tool.
It is one of our most popular pick sets. with this set as with all of our
pick sets you can depend on the HPC name to give you the finest
quality in workmanship. This is proven when you use our tools on
the job.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Shirt Pocket Size
Genuine Leather Case
Spring Steel Tools
10 Picks, 4 Tension Tools & 2 Extractors

HPNDPK

$88.16

Shirt Pocket Size
Genuine Leather Case
Spring Steel Tools
22 Picks, 7 Tension Tools & 3 Extractors

HPNDPK-32

$129.94

Professional Pick Set

Paramount Pick Set

This set is a wise choice for the master locksmith or the novice.
It contains a general assortment of the most popular picks,
tension wrenches, key extractors and feelers. This set is manufactured
by HPC, the largest producer of locksmith picking tools in the world.
Contains full, half and three quarter rakes. Diamond tip picks, single,
double, half double ball picks; light, medium and heavy weight tension
wrenches of various styles and length, hook and saw type
key extractors and many more tools vital to the trade.

The Paramount Pick Set is for locksmiths who need an extensive
assortment of lock picking tools, so that replacement will be
unnecessary for some time. It contains 100 tools, including a wide
choice of 72 rakes, diamonds and hooks, 19 tension wrenches and
9 key extractors, in a zippered genuine leather case.

• Genuine Leather Case
• Spring Steel Tools
• 72 Picks, 19 Tension Tools
and 9 Extractors

• Genuine Leather Case
• Spring Steel Tools
• 40 Picks, 14 Tension Tools & 6 Extractors

Novice Pick Set

The Novice Pick Set Contains:
• 6 Picks
• 2 Tension Wrenches
• 1 Broken Key Extractor

1-800-652-2835

$399.00

$249.02

Tyro Pick Set

Comes in a genuine
leather case with snap.

HPNDPK-100

HPNDPK-60

The Novice Pick Set Contains:
• 7 Picks
• 3 Tension Tools
• 1 Broken Key Extractor.

HPPIP-15

$42.94

The tools are made of hardened
spring steel and come with
a top grain leather case
with snap.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LOCKSMITH SUPPLIES
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$45.68
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I.D Badge Pick Set

2000 Series Stainless Steel Pick Set

The I.D. badge pick set is a handy way to carry a lock picking set
and a means of identification at the same time. On the back of the
case there is a window that protects an identification card with
space for a photo or thumbprint of the owner. The set contains
4 foam grip handled picks and extractors, 4 steel handled picks,
2 tension tools, and a set of 4 double-sided picks
for disc tumbler locks.

The stainless steel series pick set consists of 13 stainless steel tools
(9 picks and 4 extractors) and 3 tension tools which have been
designed to outperform all other tools on the market. The design of the
tools permits easier access into the most restrictive keyways.
The picks and extractors are made of high grade stainless steel,
offering optimum feel within the lock.

•
•
•
•

HPPIP-23

HPPIP-2000

$127.66

$188.90
Picks Are Also
Sold Individually

Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 3" x 5-1/2" (8 x 14cm)
Genuine Leather Case with Snap
Contains 12 Picks, 2 Tension Tools and 1 Extractor
Hardened Spring Steel Components

Pro-Mixer Pick Set

Pocket Killer Kit

Contains 4 of the best picks, 5 spring steel tension tools
and 5 extractors from HPC’s regular line and ‘2000’ series.
Pick handles are precision formed to give you the best
transmission of feeling from pins to your fingers.
Comes in a genuine leather case.

The pocket killer kit comes complete with a 16-piece assortment of
10 picks, 4 tension tools, and 2 extractors, a genuine leather case,
as well as the CO-58 pocket jim™ multi-function car opener.

HPNDPK-24

$142.54

The car opener can be assembled
to be a slim jim™, peg leg™ or
through the handle style opener.

HPAKK-P17

$194.64

On-Call Belt Pick Set

On-Hand Belt Pick Set

• Shirt pocket size (closed) - 3 1/4" x 6"
• contains 16 picks, 2 tension tools & 2 extractors
• Hardened spring steel and stainless Steel components
• Genuine leather case with snap, Includes official locksmith ID badge
On the front

HPC's on-hand belt pick set comes complete with 8 picks, 2 tension
tools and HPC'S EZ-6 changeable vise head key extractor set.
The case is made of genuine leather and is secured on your belt by
two adjustable leather straps.

HPOC-16

$144.26
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• Shirt pocket size (closed) - 2 5/8" x 6"
• Genuine leather case with full zipper
• Contains 8 picks, 2 tension tools &
1 extractor set
• Hardened spring
steel components

HPOH-8

$144.26
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Standard Tension Tools
Part #
Medium Tension Tools

Light Tension Tools

Rigid Tension Tools

Double-Sided Twist
TR-9 5.25”

Double-Sided Twist
TR-25 5.25”

Twist & Straight
TR-4 2.25”

Single-Sided Twist
TR-12 4.50”

Single-Sided Twist
TR-14 4.50”

Double-Sided Straight
TR-3 2.75”

Double-Sided Twist
TR-8 4.00”

Double-Sided Twist
TR-24 4.00”

Single-Sided Straight
TR-5 2.25”

Double-Sided Twist
TR-7 3.25”

Double-Sided Twist
TR-23 3.25”

Single-Sided Straight
TR-6 3.75”

Single-Sided Twist
TR-11 3.25”

Single-Sided Twist
TR-13 3.25”

Double-Sided Grooved
VV-6 2.00”

Price

Description
Light - 5-1/4”
Light - 4-1/2”

HPTR-9
HPTR-12
HPTR-8
HPTR-7
HPTR-11
HPTR-25
HPTR-14
HPTR-24
HPTR-23
HPTR-13
HPTR-4
HPTR-3
HPTR-5
HPTR-6

Light - 4”
Light - 3-1/4”
Light - 3-1/4”
Medium - 5-1/4”
Medium - 4-1/2”
Medium - 4”
Medium - 3-1/4”
Medium - 3-1/4”
Rigid - 2-1/4”
Rigid - 2-3/4”
Rigid - 2-1/4”
Rigid - 3-3/4”

HPVV-6

Rigid - 2”

$4.80

$7.90

Tension Tools For Tulip Shaped Knobs

Letter Box Type Picks

HPTR-2 4.5”
Medium Tension
Straight

TEN-2
TEN-3
TEN-4
TEN-5

$4.46 each

HPTEN-2

0.75”

HPTEN-3

1.00”

HPTEN-4

1.25”

HPTEN-5

1.50”

Variable Tension Wrench

HPTR-22 4.75”
Medium Tension
Twist

$4.80 each

HPTR-2

HPTR-22

Double-Sided Tension Wrench
HPTEN-7
Medium Tension

$4.76

HPSTW-3

$5.96
1-800-652-2835

HPTEN-9
Rigid Tension

$4.76
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Jackknife Pick Set

HPJKP-5

A complete compact pick set to use
on pin and disc tumbler locks.
Has 2 rakes, 1 diamond, 1 hook
and 1 tension wrench.
A big performer that folds into a
compact case. Keep one in your
pocket, on the workbench and in
your travel kit.

$40.68

Interchangeable Extractor Set
The Broken Key Extractor Set
Includes:
4 Changeable Blades Stored
Inside The Handle.
• 1 Saw Type Extractor Blade
• 2 Round Extractors, .040" Dia.
• 1 Round Extractors, .050" Dia.

HPEZ-6

$45.46

Replacement Blades Available.

Model B Tubular Lock Pick
This tubular pick features an advanced
method of feeler tension adjustment.
Internal neoprene “O” rings, together with
knurled collar, provide the necessary
holding tension on the feelers.
A genuine leather case (TLP-CASE)
and the tubular key & pick decoder (TKPD-1)
are included with each model.

HPTLP-CMODB

Model
B

2000 Series Extractor Set

7-Pin Mini Bore Tubular Pick
This pick will pick the small tubular
locks common on many laptop
computers.

HPTLP-7MB

$212.60

Comes with a genuine leather case.

Quick Reset
Works on 7-pin locks, including the small bore
size. features the quick reset button; just
push the button and pump the barrel to reset
the pick. Has an aluminum handle, stainless
steel barrel, spring steel feelers and comes
in a genuine leather case, with the TKPD-1
decoder.

HPTL-7SB

$278.78

Guard
Designed to easily defeat tubular locks which are factory equipped
with steel shrouds, frequently utilized in vending machine
applications. Leather case and tubular key & pick decoder
(TKPD-1) included.

HPTLP-GUARD
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The double-sided pick set is designed
specifically for use on double-sided
cam locks. The set contains 4 picks
which provide 8 different configurations.
these picks will quickly defeat the most
popular double-bitted wafer tumbler
locks, commonly found on glass
showcases, office furniture
HPDSP-1
and some cash boxes.
A plastic storage case
.16
is included.

$43

$211.80

Allows you to pick
and manipulate all
7 pins at one time
and open the lock
in seconds.

Double-Sided Disc Tumbler Lock Picks

$471.12

The 2000 series extractor set
is the ultimate in broken key
and pick removal. The tools
are designed to slide next to
broken keys along the side mill
and ride along the bottom pins
to hook into a cut in the key.
The tools are made of high grade
stainless steel and can be bent to
reach around many obstacles.
This 4-piece set makes all other
extractors obsolete.
• Shirt Pocket Size (Closed):
1-3/4" x 5-5/8" (4.5 x 14.5cm)
• Genuine Leather Case With Snap

HPES-2000

$63.54
• Contains 4 Extractors
• Stainless Steel Blades And Handles

Warded Padlock Set
This compact pick set efficiently opens
warded padlocks. Set of 5 picks is held
together by a key ring and can be
attached to your belt loop. The warded
padlock pick set helps to avoid costly
destruction of padlocks. Compact enough
to fit in your pocket.

HPPKS

$23.92

Flat And Round Spring Steel Assortment
This spring steel assortment
contains different sizes of
the most popular flat and
round spring steel.
The assortment is cut into
convenient 9" lengths and is packaged
in a see-through round plastic container.

HPFRS-4

$136.44
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Safe Change Keys

Plug Followers
Diebold

Mosler

Sargent & Greenleaf
SLC-9
B 607

SLC-1
6800
6850

SLC-2
6500
6570

SLC-8
6580
6700

SLC-7
6800
6810
6815

SLC-12
4-Tumbler
Right-Hand
Series 161

SLC-5
6800
6870

SLC-14
4-Tumbler
Right-Hand
K & M Lock

SLC-21
6550
Long

SLC-13
3-Tumbler
Right-Hand
Series 172 & 181

SLC-15
3-Tumbler
Left-Hand
Series 172 &
181

SLC-10
104

SLC-11
B 107

SLC-32
KCB-1, KCB-101
KCB-201, KCB-401

SLC-33
KSD-12
KC-11

SLC-35
K-1203, K-1204,
MRK-402, Grp I & IR
4 Wheel Locks

SLC-40
S.T.D Series

SLC-46
MRK-302, Grp I & IR
3 Wheel Locks

La Gard
SLC-4
3-Wheel, 6700
R6720, R6722
R6730, R6725
R6732, R6735
8400, 8500

SLC-16
4-Tumbler
Left-Hand
Series 161

SLC-17
Series 177
& 900

Yale
SLC-19
Double-End Key
Left-Hand Series
180, 177 & 900
Two Keys In One

SLC-30
OC-8

Sargent & Greenleaf
Part #
SLC-1
SLC-2
SLC-5
SLC-7

Price
$90.80
$81.02

SLC-8
SLC-21
SLC-4

$90.80
$81.02

Diebold
Part #
SLC-12
SLC-13
SLC-14
SLC-15

Price

$90.80

SLC-40
For Group 3 & 4
Wheel Locks
Combination Locks

Mosler
Part #
SLC-9
SLC-10
SLC-11
SLC-32

SLC-33

SLC-17
SLC-19

SLC-35
SLC-40
SLC-46

Yale
Part # Price
SLC-30 $90.80

Price
$81.02
$90.80

$81.02

La Gard
Part #
SLC-42
SLC-40

Adjustable Plug Holder
The adjustable plug holder is a universal
plug vise. The spring-loaded center bar
can be positioned to hold plugs from
.350-inch to .600-inch to give a perfect fit
on many different cores. This plug holder
is made of hardened steel with a black
oxide finish for years of reliable service.

HPSUT-600

SLC-42
For Group 1 & 2,
All 3-Wheel Locks
(2200, 2500, 3300)

SLC-16
$81.02

$139.98

1-800-652-2835

These 4 plug followers will fit virtually all of the rim or mortise
cylinders currently in use.
They are made of centerless ground bar stock.

Price
$81.02

HPSUT-47

HPSUT-0

.395” dia.

$19.10

HPSUT-1

.495” dia.

$23.94

HPSUT-3

.500” dia.

$24.18

HPSUT-10

.550” dia.

$25.58

$77.24

set of all 4

Hollow Brass Follower Set
Our hollow brass follower set
contains 3 popular sizes of hollow
brass followers. Use these followers
on a variety of locks including the
Corbin Russwin heavy duty knob lock
cylinder units. The small diameter
follower is useful for cabinet locks,
peanut size cylinders, and pin tumbler
letterbox locks. This compact kit is
efficient and lightweight. All three
followers fit in each other for
HPSUT-14
convenient storage and the complete
set slips into a tube with blue caps
.06
on both ends.

$47

Contains:
SUT-14-A .550”
SUT-14-B .495”
SUT-14-C .395”

IC Tail Turner
This dual-end tool is designed to fit
standard (.500") and large format (.550")
interchangeable core housings.
It grabs onto the two fingers
of the tail piece and allows you
to position them for easier core
insertion. This tool will speed up
re-keying and eliminate a great
deal of frustration.

Cylinder Cap Removal Tool

HPICT-2

$46.10

For Schlage “A” Line

Use it with the cylinder in or out of the knob.
With the cylinder out, merely depress the cap
pin and turn. With the cylinder in the knob,
slide tool over tailpiece and depress knob.
Then, turn the tool slightly
to depress the knob retainer.

HPSCRT-1

$48.46

Double “D” Metal Punch & Die Set
HPC's metal punch and die set is an
essential tool for installing
vending machine locks and
cam locks on metal cabinets, desks,
lockers, file cabinets and cash boxes.

HPHDPS-4

$330.16
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Cylinder EaterTM

This drill attachment will chew up every cylinder you put in front of it!

The replaceable tips allow you to instantly devour mailbox locks, knob
locks, deadbolts, IC and more, gnawing through shear lines with fool-proof
accuracy. The optional carbide bit gobbles up high-security cylinders as well.
Throw away all of your cylinder jigs and open everything with just one tool!
The HPC cylinder eater™ is a must-have for every security specialist who
must bypass locked cylinders!
comes with drill attachment and 3 tips: .395" (10mm), .500" (12.7mm) and .550"(14mm).
Optional Tips and Bits
Part #

Description
.395” (10mm) Diameter Plug
.500” (12.7mm) Diameter Plug

CE-395
CE-500
CE-500AS
CE-500GM8
CE-500IC
CE-500M1
CE-500M2
CE-500MC
CE-500NB
CE-500R
CE-500SE
CE-500SP
CE-550
CE-550IC

.500"(12.7mm) ASSA
.500"(12.7mm) GM 2008 Ignition Lock
.500"(12.7mm) Small Format Interchangeable Core
.500"(12.7mm) Small Format Interchangeable Core
.500"(12.7mm) Medeco KeyMark
.500"(12.7mm) Medeco Cam Locks
.500"(12.7mm) Diameter Plugs/No Blank(Key) Needed
.500"(12.7mm) Diameter Plugs/No Blank(Key) Needed
.500"(12.7mm) Schlage Everest
.500"(12.7mm) Schlage Primus
.550"(14mm) Diameter Plug
.550"(14mm) Corbin/Russwin Interchangeable Core

CE-CBIT
CE-IBIT

5/32"(4mm) Carbide Drill Bit for CE-6000
5/32"(4mm) Industrial Grade Drill Bit for CE-6000

Car Opening Tools

HPC's original slim jim™ has been the entry tool by which
all others have been judged since its introduction in 1967.

$27.14

Slim JimTM

$20.50

The kit consists of the handle,
3 extension pieces and 3 different car opening
tips. This gives you the flexibility to assemble
the tool with just the right length and the
right tip for the job.

HPCO-58

Pocket JimTM

Wider Version Of The Slim JimTM, Providing Greater Strength

HPCO-11

$580.46

HPCO-24 Big JimTM

$107.50

HPCO-10

HPCE-6000

The Big Jim’s extended length will open additional vehicles that
have linkages and bell cranks deeper in the door.
total length 28.5".

The collapsible opener is an adjustable
tool that can be configured to multiple
lengths for various applications.
the maximum length is 74".

HPCO-6

Cylinder EaterTM With
.395, .500, .550 Tips

Super JimTM

$21.18

$115.90

The Caddy Killertm was one of the first under & over tools.
It is a hybrid approach of in-the-door and through-car
opening. Inserted into the door cavity, these tools go under
the window and over the door panel on the inside of the
car to pull handles and slide lock buttons to open the door.

The Sir Jamestm is the same
size as the Super Jimtm, and
adds nickel plating, depth
marks and adds a
convenient note pad.

HPCO-18
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Sir JamesTM

$43.40

HPCO-60

Caddie KillerTM

$43.89
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Car Opening Tools
The Stretch Killertm has the most universal dimensions of
all of the under & over car opening tools. The height of
the arc is greater than the caddy killertm, but the
working end hangs lower, allowing you to reach locks
that sit deeper in the door panel.

HPCO-75TM, CO-76TM HPC’s PatentedHorizontal ClutchTM
Vertical ClutchTM

HPCO-61
Stretch KillerTM

$42.24
With its extra length and great strength, it can be used to
open a wide variety of vehicles. This tool has the tallest
and widest arc of all of the under & over tools, allowing
it to get under the deepest
window and around the widest
door panels. This tool works best
on vehicles with thicker doors.

HPCO-70
Super KillerTM

Unlike any others on the market. when the handles of the
tools are separated, the hook at the end of the tool is
pulled inward, causing the tools to grip or bind the linkage
rod. helps simplify "in-the-door" method of vehicle entry.

$44.20

With an upward hook on one leg and a downward
hook on the opposite legit can easily grab
and bind vertical linkages from
above or below.
Best suited for thick door panels.

HPCO-71
$33.20
Stretch Double “L”

HPCO-75

HPCO-76

$91.48

$91.48

The switch stick is a five foot (1.5m) long bendable tool with a unique
hook end designed to open cars from the inside. this tool slips into a
vehicle between the window and door frame. Once inside, the switch
stick acts as a third hand allowing you to flip switches, lift buttons, and
hook handles. The hook has a protective coating and rubber cap,
so the vehicle owner won't have to worry about a damaged interior.
the switch stick is ideal for vehicles with side impact air-bags where
customers may be hesitant to have tools enter the door cavity. A must
forvehicles with flush finger-tip lock switches such as Lexus
and Volvo.

HPCO-80 Switch Stick

With an upward hook on one leg and a downward
hook on the opposite leg it can easily grab and
bind vertical linkages from above or below.
best suited for narrow
door panels.

HPCO-72
Short Double “L”

$95.02

$32.06

For vehicle entry when the lock button is visible.
the tool allows you to actually tie
the string around the lock button
and lift up to unlock the door.

HPCO-73
LassoTM

HPCO-80

$21.04

Shift and shape! twist and turn! flip and flex! grip and grab!
The fishing pole (CO-83) is literally our most flexible tool ever.
At 7 feet long the fishing pole easily reaches across almost any car.
Its bendable body can be configured to any shape. When the
handles of this tool are separated the working end curves and flexes
in up to a 90-degree angle that you can twist in any direction.
The fishing pole comes with 3 screw-on tips including a bendable
posi-form wire loop, a super-pull catch, and a large sure-grip hook.

HPC's 5-foot super snare allows you to enter
a vehicle and pull up buttons, grab keys,
pull open levers, and much more! the co-78
is a 5-foot long (150cm) metal tube with a
wire inside that forms a loop on the end.
to open the loop, slide the handles
together. to close the loop, slide the
handles apart.

HPCO-83
Fishing Pole

HPCO-78
5 Foot Super Snare

$107.52
1-800-652-2835

$155.60
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Car Opening Tools
Has a double-hook end that opens
and closes with a simple push and
pull of the tool handle. The double
hooks overlap each other as they
close giving twice the strength and
a solid hold. Securely grab onto
door handles from as far as 7 feet away.

Will slide between window and weather-stripping where rod
tools just can't fit. The skinny twister™ has two different
working ends and can be bent into almost any configuration.
it can twist and turn as it squeezes inside the vehicle.
A quick pull of the included cord helps you
locate the latch and open more cars.

HPCO-85 Twin Hooks

$164.76
HPCO-88 Skinny TwisterTM

For vehicle entry when the lock button
is visible. used with an hpc wedge and
autosleeve™, the tool enters the auto
interior, engages the button and with a
simple twist, raises the button. this unique
design features a long reach memory-flex
rod for bending to the required shape.

HPCO-86
Fish Hook

$38.36

This 5-foot long bendable car opening tool has two special working
ends. The hook end is designed to mimic your finger action pulling
levers and flipping rockers. The opposing end is perfect for grabbing
switches that must be pushed. The bright yellow ends make them easy
to see in dark interiors and the super strong steel body will outlast
similar tools.

$84.72

Similar to HPC’s patented vertical
clutch™ and horizontal clutch™ tools
and super snare, this compact action
tool will grab lock buttons and not let go!
This hybrid tool will make your
next auto opening quick and effortless!
TM

HPCO-87 Button Clutch

HPCO-90
Gold Finger

$72.70

$47.06

AKK-BC Button ClutchTM

AKK-GF Gold FingerTM

AKK-SF Skinny FlipperTM

AKK-ST Skinny TwisterTM

Auto Killer Kit

Auto Killer Kit

Auto Killer Kit

Auto Killer Kit

HPAKK-BC

$86.98

HPAKK-GF

Similar to HPC’s patented vertical
and horizontal clutch™ tools and
super snare, this compact action
tool will grab lock buttons and
not let go! by separating the
handles the loop retracts
providing a secure grip on the
lock button. combined with a
3/8 inch ultimate auto wedge and
autosleeve™, this hybrid tool
will make your next auto
opening quick and effortless!

This 5-ft long bendable car
opening tool has two special
working ends. The hook end is
designed to mimic your finger
action pulling levers and flipping
rockers. The opposing end is
perfect for grabbing switches that
must be pushed. The bright yellow
ends make them easy to see in
dark interiors and the super
strong steel body will outlast
similar tools.

Kit includes:
•CO-87 Button Clutch™
•AW-38 3/8” Ultimate Auto Wedge
•AS-1 AutoSleeve™

Kit includes:
•CO-90 Gold Finger
•AW-99 Original HPC Air Wedge®
•AS-1 AutoSleeve™
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HPAKK-ST

$96.14
HPAKK-SF

$91.56

The skinny flipper™ is made of
super bouncy spring steel and
the laminated body allows you to
manipulate the working end from
outside of the car. You’ll flip when
you use this HPC solution to tight
door seams!

Kit includes:
•CO-89 Skinny Flipper™
•AS-1 AutoSleeve™

$48.06

When faced with vehicles that won't
wedge open, flip to this twist in car
opening. The thinnest through-car
tool available, they slide between
windows and weather-stripping
where rod tools just can't fit.
the Skinny Twister™ has two
different working ends and can
be bent into almost any
configuration. It can twist and turn
as it squeezes inside the vehicle.
A quick pull of the cord helps you
locate the latch and open more cars.
Kit includes:
•CO-88 Skinny Twister™
•AS-1 AutoSleeve™
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Jam Packed Thru Car Killer Kit

Auto Killer Kits Includes Compact Carrying Pouch

HPC’s jam-packed thru car killer
kit comes complete with everything in the akk-tc, plus even
more through-car tools, interactive car opening authority®, and
the how-to master car opening
for the security specialist! protect
your customer’s vehicle by using
the right tools for the job!

Starter Killer Kit

HPAKK-JPTC

$686.82

Comes Complete With:

CO-6 CO-78 CO-80 CO-81 CO-82 CO-83
AS-1 AW-99 AW-100 PW-100 COA-CD HT-MCO1

Fully-Loaded Killer Kit
If you need a good mix of tools to
open the newest vehicles on the
road, as well as older models, the
fully-loaded killer kit is your final
answer! The 2 road-ready, durable,
protective canvas cases feature
velcro straps and pockets to
secure all of your tools, and allow
you to sort them to suit your needs.
this full package contains 7 of our
extremely popular through car tools.
Aside from the largest selection of
long reach and patented clutch tools
in any single kit, you will find HPC’s
famous “jim” tools, an under and
over tool, the Lasso™, six different
wedges, the autosleeve™,
HPAKK-FL
the flex-a-light™ and more!
the interactive car opening
.76
authority® cd and the popular
“how to master car opening”
instructional cd round out this latest kit from HPC.

$1,373

Comes Complete With:
CO-10
CO-6
CO-11
CO-75
CO-76
CO-78
AS-1
CO-85
AW-34(2)
LW-100 FAL-15 COA-CD

CO-59
CO-80
AW-38(2)
HT-MC01

HPAKK-55

$122.50

Super JimTM
Stretch KillerTM
Short Double ‘L’
LassoTM
3/8” Wedge(2)

HPCO-11
HPCO-61
HPCO-72
HPCO-73
HPAW-38

Pro Killer Kit
$345.02

HPAKK-66
Collapsible Opener
Super JimTM
Stretch KillerTM
Short Double ‘L’
LassoTM
Flex-A-LightTM
3/4” Wedge(2)
3/8” Wedge(2)

HPCO-6
HPCO-11
HPCO-61
HPCO-72
HPCO-73
HPFAL-15
HPAW-34
HPAW-38

Thru Car Killer Kit
HPAKK-TC
Collapsible Opener
5’ Super Snare
Switch Stick
AutosleeveTM
Original Air Wedge®
Univ. Air Wedge®
Power Wedge

$457.84
HPCO-6
HPCO-78
HPCO-80
HPAS-1
HPAW-99
HPAW-100
HPPW-100

Ultimate Killer Kit
The ultimate killer kit (AKK-99) is the first choice of locksmiths wanting
to get into virtually every car on the road today! the ultimate killer kit
comes complete in a deluxe, highly durable, custom-made carrying
case. this is the ultimate set of tools for lasso, picking, through car,
and under & over styles of car opening. With these tools you will also
be able to attack all types of vertical and horizontal rods, lazy pawls,
bell cranks, and the GM latch.

CO-61
CO-72
CO-73
CO-81
CO-82
CO-83
AW-99 AW-100 PW-100
AKK-CASEFL

Deluxe Killer Kit
The deluxe killer kit (AKK-77)
includes the same tools as
the pro killer kit (AKK-66),
plus the Sir James™ (CO-18)
all in a deluxe, highly durable,
custom-made carrying case.

HPAKK-77

$700.86

HPAKK-99

Comes Complete With:
CO-6

CO-11

AW-34(2)

CO-18

AW-38(2)

CO-61
FAL-15

1-800-652-2835

CO-72

CO-73

AKK-CASE

Comes Complete With:
CO-10
CO-6
CO-11
CO-71
CO-72
CO-73
FAL-15 PIP-13 COA-CD

$1,045.86

CO-18
CO-60
CO-61
CO-70
CO-75
AW-34(2)
AW-38(2)
AKK-CASE
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5’ Flexi-Magnet Stick

Auto Lock Pliers

Problem:
Clips, clasps, links and lock parts drop
into the dark depths of door cavities
where they can’t be reached.

Remove auto lock face
caps easily in seconds. The
specially machined tips grip like
a vise. The auto lock cap pliers
quickly remove either the factory
lock cap using the rolled crimp,
or the "tab style" replacement caps.
Side cutters and cut fingers are now
a thing of the past! When used with care,
auto caps can be removed with a minimum
of distortion, allowing re-use of the removed cap.

Solution:
This 5-foot (1.5m) flexible tool will
wiggle and worm its way into the
smallest of areas and attract your
misplaced parts with its mighty double-sided
magnetic force! one side has a small magnet
to fit into 8mm openings and the other side
has a slightly larger magnet that easily lifts
2 lbs (1kg) and can pull up to 10 lbs (4.5kg).

HPMAG-200

$68.28

The steering column lock plate
compression kit is a complete kit
for new style air bag columns, as
well as older models. It includes
both standard and metric threaded
shafts and set screws, along with
a longer, narrower u-bracket for
air bag and telescoping columns.
the kit includes the metric internally threaded shaft and set screws
that are required for 1978 to
present on general motors vehicles.
It also comes with a Handy 9" x 12"
vinyl pouch. Once the steering wheel
is Removed, simply screw the center post onto the steering
shaft and place the yoke over it. Turning inward on the
center post nut compresses the plate. This leaves both
hands free to pry the wire snap-ring out of the shaft's
groove. Re-installation of the ring after servicing is
accomplished by just sliding the ring down the tapered
shank of the center post screw and back into the groove.

HPSWLPC-1 $198.00
HPSWLPC-1SSM Metric Set Screw Only
HPSWLCP-1SSS Standard Set Screw Only

For Door Handles &
Window Cranks

$36.22
$10.50
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The lock plate compressor is a
specially designed lockplate
compressor for tilt telescopic
columns used on general motors
up to 1998. it assures easier access
to ignition lock retainer after
steering wheel is removed.

The clip removal tool easily
removes the hard to reach
retaining clips without damage.
These clips can be found on gm,
Ford, Chrysler, and various
other vehicles.

HPAST-3

$23.24
Gaining access to the
automobile door lock cylinder
requires removal of the door
trim pads. removal without tearing
out the nylon retainer clips has
always been difficult. the tapered
end of this heavy-duty lever-type
tool enters between the door and
trim pad, gently removing the pad.
this greatly reduces the possibility
of tearing or damaging the pad and clips.

For Door Trims

HPAST-4

$50.12

GatewayTM Tools
HPC's revolutionary gateway™ tools act as a third hand to hold open
the dust cover on auto door locks. This allows you to have both hands
free to pick the lock or extract a broken key.
Just insert into the door lock, turn in the direction the shutter opens,
and the lock is ready for service (with the gateway securely held out of
the way). The universal slot size covers all of the major U.S.
manufacturers (GM, FORD, AND CHRYSLER), as well as many
imports (BMW, VOLKSWAGEN, TOYOTA, etc.).

Lock Plate Compressor For Tilt And Teloscopic
Steering Columns

$48.24

$83.84

Clip Removal Tools

Steering Column Lock Plate Compression Kit

HPSWLPC-2

HPALCP-10

HPGTO

$18.86
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Air Wedge®

Car Opening Authority®

®

The air wedge slides between the
vehicle door and the weather stripping
on the door frame. Then the pump is
squeezed, inflating the air wedge®, and
separating the vehicle door from the frame.
made of sturdy vinyl and equipped with a
release valve. Works exceptionally well with
The HPC AutosleeveTM.

The interactive car opening authority® contains the opening techniques
for the latest 17 years of vehicles, including all of the current models.
The all-new single screen interface makes it quick to find the opening
method, airbag locations and transponder information with only a few
clicks of your mouse. In addition, it now includes full-action videos
showing how to perform each opening method. There is also in-depth
information for dozens of the latest vehicles. Detailed photographs
show specific opening techniques and lock removal procedures.

HPAW-99

$68.58

The latest edition of the interactive car opening authority® is the most
complete and comprehensive car opening reference software available.

Universal Air Wedge®
Like HPC's original air wedge®, the
Universal Air Wedge® is made of a
sturdy vinyl and equipped with a bulb
pump and release valve for quick and
easy inflating and deflating. The longer
width gives you a larger gripping area
for inserting the wedge into the top
corner of tighter fitting doors.

HPAW-100

HPCOA-22
D.W.O.
ask for special pricing

$82.40

$449.38

AutosleeveTM
Lever WedgeTM

Prevents damage to weather stripping
and automobile finish. This hardened
plastic interlocking envelope is ideal
for separating weather stripping from
door frames or windows without
damage. Once in place, the Autosleevetm
gives you a protective tunnel to insert
your car opening tool without worry of
scratching or damaging your customer's car.
Works exceptionally well with the HPC Air Wedge®.

HPAS-1

The design of some vehicles makes it difficult to insert an air wedge®
behind the door. the lever wedge™ makes it easy to still open these
vehicle. it is designed with two pivot points that allow you to spread a
door from its frame and then, with a simple push, wedge it open!
Once in place the door can be separated farther with the HPC lever
wedge's secondary lever operation. With this tool no other wedge is
needed to hold the door in place after prying it open. An essential tool
for every service vehicle!

$12.14

HPLW-100

Power WedgeTM

$70.76

Advanced opening tool designed for vehicles
with wrap over doors.

Graphite

A revolutionary auto entry device designed
to aid in opening even the most difficult
vehicles. Slides into the opening between
the vehicle's door and frame at the top of
the door.

HHPW-100

$117.36

HPGG

Ultimate Auto Wedges
The ultimate auto wedges are
designed for smooth, safe
insertion and will not fall
into door cavities. The special
angled tips allow for easier
insertion and the sure-stop
edges stop you from pushing
these wedges in too far.

Rubber Graphite Gun

$22.76

HPC’s bulk graphite is pure natural flake
graphite. The gg-16 contains 1 lb. (.45kg)
of high quality micro-spray graphite in a
plastic bottle. It is an economical and
ecological way to refill your graphite guns.
HPAW-34
3/4” Thick

$24.62/PR

1-800-652-2835

High Quality Finest Micro-Spray Refill Graphite.

Use HPC's graphite gun prior to picking
or impressioning to loosen tight wafers
or pins. Graphite is also an excellent
lubricant for machines. The graphite guns
are refillable with HPC's bulk graphite.
it contains approximately 1/3 oz. (8.5g)
of natural graphite.

HPAW-38
3/8” Thick

$24.62/PR

HPGG-16
Bulk Graphite, 1 Lb

$34.06
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Key Decoder

Mortise Cylinder Lock Tap And Die Set

The pocket size decoder kit determines the original factory depths
of most popular domestic pin and disc tumbler cylinder and
automotive keys. it is ideally suited for giving the correct bottom
pin size when re-keying new or worn cylinders. It is also an effective
time-saver when used along with precision color pin assortments or
when using original pins. Simply insert the correct information
card into the top slot of the decoder. Lowering the depth pin into
each cut, from bow to tip, will indicate the correct depths in the
window at the top. The pivoting depth pin allows for easy decoding
of medeco® angles. Each of the 2" x 4" (5 x 10cm) information
cards also lists the manufacturers depth and space specifications.
Comes complete with a handy soft shell carrying case, 3 shims,
and 111 information cards.

When mortise cylinders and lock cases are new they screw together
without a problem. However, often times a mortise cylinder is forced
out of a lock without loosening the retaining screw. Other times an
inexperienced person will force a mortise cylinder into a lock crooked.
These actions result in stripping the threads of the cylinder or the lock
case itself.
This kit offers the solution to this problem as well as the more
important task of re-threading cylinders and cases that are no
longer manufactured and must be repaired.

$404.26
Complete Tap And Die Kit With
Cylinder Holding Fixture And
Metal Box

HPCLTD-5

HPCLD-6

$211.08
Cylinder Re-Threading Die And
Holding Fixture

HPCLT-4

HPHKD-75

$209.78
Lock Case Re-Tapping Tap

$477.60
Tubular Lock Drills

Pin Tumbler Tweezers

When picking is still not an option, lock-outs of tubular key locks
can be serviced. These hole saws destroy the pins at the shear line.
Hole saws are available for standard and oversize keyways.
Saws will fit any 1/4” electric drill. Saw life is approximately
3 openings. Not for locks with hardened pins or ball bearing in the
keyways.

The groove in the tip of the pin tumbler tweezers provides a firm, nontwisting grip on cylinder pins for easy loading. The tip is also milled
back so that the outside diameter of a standard .115" (2.92mm) pin
extends past the tip. This permits the pin to butt up against the end of
the plug follower when loading the upper chambers, providing added
control when holding top or master pins of varying lengths.
HPPTT-5
HPPTT-4

HPAG-1

Standard

HPAG-2

Oversized

Replacement saws are available:

$90.22
EA
HPG-1
HPG-2

Impression File With Safety Case
Protects Wearer
Protects File
Protects Pocket

$24.30

$28.28
6” Long

Similar To HPPTT-4
But 4” Long

$29.12
$29.12
This pin tumbler tweezers with pin pushing attachment makes it easier
to load top pins into a cylinder. While a top pin is held in place, use
your forefinger to push the attachment down to set the pin into the
chamber. The pin loading wire is easily removable, making this ideal
for loading bottom pins as well.

Precision cut round files tapered to a sharp
point. Comes in a protective plastic case.
Part #
HPIFH-2
HPIFH-4
HPIFH-1
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Description
#2 Cut Medium File + Case
#4 Cut Fine File + Case
Plastic Case

Price
$81.96
$89.60
$21.10

HPTPT-5

$51.76
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KeyTrail®

Complete Management of Keys, Personnel & Locations

A Collection Of Interactive Guides Covering Vital Aspects Of
Locksmithing. The Programs Include Audio, Video, Animation,
Photography And Illustrations; The Ideal Combination For
Quick And Thorough Assimilation Of The Data. All 5 CD's Are
Available Separately Or As A Set (HT-CD).

• Easy key control maintenance from
one screen
• Keys can be issued individually or
in a group (Ring)
• Handles interchangeable core systems
• Able to print keys held, locations,
personnel, lost keys, overdue keys and
purchase orders for keys
HPKT-CD
• Optional password for added security
• Multiple operator security levels
.90
• Able to interface with HPC’s MasterKing®
• Fully compatible with HPC’s CodeMax® or TigerSHARKTM

$915

CodeSource®

The Live Action Learning Software Series

• Use These Programs To Introduce New Personnel To These
Skills, Saving Valuable Time.
• These Software Titles Show Detailed And Accurate
Examples Of On The Job Situations.
• These Step-By-Step Instructional CD's Allow You To Work At
Your Own Pace, With The Convenience Of Learning When And
Where You Want (At Home, In The Shop).
• With These Programs You Are Able To Learn Quickly By
Watching, Reading And Listening.

The Ultimate Code Retrieval Program

• Instant access to millions & millions of codes
• able to search by code, manufacturer, code
card, DSD, number or key blank number
• Able to search by bitting or partial bitting
• Displays 1200CMB and 1200PCH code card numbers
• Displays complete micrometer measurements
• Displays multiple key blank choices
• Displays correct cutter, punch number and jaw
• Prints code cards
• Displays graphic of actual keyway
• Displays illustration of actual cut key
• Displays added information on specific code series
• Allows user to input notes into any given code series
• Able to print out all code specification screens
• Immediate access to on-screen help function
• Able to interface with HPC’s KeyChoice®
• Download to HPC’s CodeMax® or TigerSHARKTM
• Unique customer registration
• "Interactive Car Opening Authority" is included

HPCS-CD

HPHT-MCO1
How To Create
Master Car Opening
For The Security
Specialist

$185.48

$185.48

HPHT-PLX1
How To Pick Locks
For The Security
Specialist

$185.48

Complete
Set Of 5 CD’s

$1,602.84

CodeSource® Online

HPHT-CMK1
How To Create
Master Key Systems
For The Security
Specialist

HPHT-CD
HPCSO-500

$148.84

• Always have the most up to date data available.

$776.08
Savings of
$74.90 Net

• Accessible from wherever you have an internet connection.

HPHT-RKC1
How To Re-Key
Cylinders For The
Security Specialist

HPHT-PTL1
How To Pick Tubular
Locks For The
Security Specialist

$185.48

$185.48

MasterKing®

For Development of Superior Master Keying Systems
• Contains database of more than 2200 lock manufacturers
• Able to generate 1 to 5 levels in list format and upwards of 5 in page format
• Displays row, column, page masters
• Supports cross-keying
• Supports rotating constants
• Handles locks containing 4, 5, 6 or 7 chambers
• Allows manual entry of existing systems
• Allows entry of descriptions for each key
• Allows customized progression sequence
• Allows printing of key sets and pin count
• Automatic manufacturer specification fill-in,
with easy editing capacity
• Handles interchangeable core systems
• Optional Password For Added Security
HPMK-CD
• Immediate access to on-screen help function
.44
• Able to interface with HPC’s Keytrail®
• Download to HPC’s CodeMax® or TigerSHARKTM

MasterKing®
Includes
“How To Create Master
Key Systems” CD

HPHT-CMK1

$185.48

$801

1-800-652-2835
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Truarc Ring Pliers

Convertible Truarc Ring Pliers

Combination Ring Spreading And Compression Tool.

Position for
Ring Compression

HPTRU-55

TWO TOOLS IN ONE

$68.04
Position for
Ring Spreading
Two pivot centers-dual operation. No. 1 center is for compressing,
and No. 2 is for spreading action. Changeovers are made quickly
and easily.

Ring Spreader

HPTRU-122

$48.70

The convertible Truarc ring
pliers can quickly and easily
convert from ring compressor
(external) to ring spreader
(internal).
These pliers also feature an
adjustable stop that limits the
jaw opening for both external and
internal operation.
They can be used on internal rings
in sizes of 1/4" to 1"; on external
rings of 1/8" to 1". The tru-99
comes with 5 pairs of interchangeable
tips and a plastic case.

HPTRU-99

$68.04

Lever Handle Remover
HPC’s lever lock handle remover is
designed to quickly remove locked
lever handles for servicing.
It is ideal when picking the lock is not
an option. You simply place the
tool’s specially designed hub over
the lever, and using a simple
procedure of manipulating a few
bolts and screws you are able to
remove the handle, open the door,
and service the lock.
It is designed for use on grade 1
and grade 2 leversets that have
a retaining pin that extends
into a hole in the lever shank.

HPLHR-100

Simple To Use With Amazing Results!

$480.86

Truarc Ring Assortment
This assortment contains 260 rings in 27 different styles
and sizes of Truarc rings and retainers. They are very
helpful for servicing Arrow, Best, Corbin, Dexter, Ilco,
Lockwood, National, Schlage, And Many More. They are
made of carbon spring steel and offer long lasting tension
or compression for retaining purposes.

Contains
260 Rings

Key-In-Knob Remover
Occasionally locksmiths need to service a locked door that they
cannot pick open. Based on the HPC lever handle remover, the
key-in-knob remover removes ball, tulip and standard style knobs
for servicing without damaging the lockset! It is designed for use on
grade 1 and grade 2 knobsets that have a retaining pin that extends
into a hole in the knob shank. perfect when picking is not an option!
A must-have tool for all security professionals.

HPTRU-275

$241.86

HPKIKR-100
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Die Stamp Sets

Door Puller & Nose Puller
For Safe Deposit Boxes
If the lock core has been pulled and use of the guard key has not
opened the door, then it is time to apply the DP-7B door puller set.

Part #
Size
HPHCL-3/32 3/32”
HPHCL-1/8
1/8”

Price
$120.28
$128.66

Part #
Size
HPHCF-3/32 3/32”
HPHCF-1/8
1/8”

Price
$45.52
$45.52

Stamp AlignerTM
The Stamp Aligner™ solves the
problems locksmiths have always
had while stamping numbers on keys.
crooked numbers, stamps flying
across the room, and numbers
that go up, down, and all around
are now things of the past.
The Stamp Aligner™ holds the stamps
so that figures may be stamped on
keys in a straight line with even
spacing between characters.

For Key
Blanks Only

HPSA-7

Place the stepped spacer block onto the hook unit.
The 3 different diametered steps of .345", .562" and .680"
make it adaptable to 3 different sizes of plug holes.
Place the correct diameter step into the hole.
Have the hook end set against the inside back wall of the door,
then tighten the knurled nut to hold the hook in place.
The flat surface on the outside of the hook unit should be in a level
position.
The long flat blade is then fitted onto the holding slot, along with the
remainder of the puller unit, as shown above.
Position feet away from the centers of adjacent doors,
to minimize the possibility of distortion.
The knurled knob is then turned until the door is pulled out.

$424.50

Special Locksmith Stamps
Permanently mark master or restricted
keys with HPC's specialty locksmith
stamps. Let other locksmiths
and key duplicators know
it is a special purpose key
and is part of a restricted
system.

HPDP-7B
Nose Puller For Safe Deposit Boxes

Do Not Duplicate
HPLDND

Do Not Copy
HPLDNC

$96.58

$96.58

Master
HPLMS

$96.58

Clean Grip Impressioning Tool
HPC’s clean grip impressioning tool holds onto the center of the key
blank, not by the face. This eliminates the possibility of scratching
the key blank, while providing a firm hold. It has a unique locking
mechanism with a retaining pin that ensures a tight grip in the key
blank.

1-800-652-2835

$702.84

This heavy wrought iron and bar steel set is expertly machined and
finished to effectively pull out a lock core from a safe deposit door.
simply turn screw into the center of core's keyway to act as an
anchor.
Then slip the spacer block into place
and tighten by turning knurled
knob.
Continue turning clockwise, slowly
and gradually until the entire
core is drawn out. Then use the
guard key and disengage bolt.

HPCGIT-10

HPNP-4B

$188.56

$254.36
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Emergency Key Box

Safe Drill Bits

A bright red steel box with a plexiglass window designed to house a
restricted key at the immediate location. In case of emergency, break
plexiglass with the attached hammer to access the key.

HP511

$68.58

HP511GLASS
Replacement
Glass For 511

$15.44

Fire Department version comes with
dark plexiglass to hide its contents.

HPFDB-511
Fire Dept. Box
W/ Dark Plexiglass

$105.22

HPFDB-GLASS

$21.58

Diameter
1/4”
3/8”

Price
$198.70
$214.04

Length
8”
8”

Safe Opening Tool Kit

The magna scope is an economically priced
otoscope, ideal for magnifying and illuminating
hard to see areas.

HPMGS-1

$351.30
Replacement Bulb

These premium quality drill bits have an extra thick carbide tip to
penetrate hardened and case hardened steel over 45rc/421hb.
The longer carbide tip allows it to be resharpened if it gets dull.
The point of the bit has a negative rake angle to reduce chipping and
help disperse the heat from the cutting edge. These heavy-duty bits
have high speed steel bodies and a straight flute for strength and
clean chip removal.

HPSHPD-12
HPSHPD-14

Magna Scope

HPMGS-B2

HPSHPD-14

Part #

Replacement
Glass For FDB511

Packaged complete with 8 specula,
including 2 long and 2 short, each
with the pin depressor assembly.
2 AA Batteries.

HPSHPD-12

$14.50

Flex-A-LightTM
The Flex-A-Light™ is equipped with an extremely durable led to stand
up to heavy use. The led is cool-touch, so you no longer have to
worry about a hot bulb breaking when it comes in contact with a
cold window. The LED is also long lasting, about 100 times the life
expectancy of an incandescent bulb. The Flex-A-Light™ is more
flexible than other bending lights, yet rigid enough to keep straight.

The HPC safe opening tool kit is
a collection of six tools designed
for use on safe locks after burglary
has been attempted.
Entering through the existing
spindle hole, the ends of the tools
flip open and allow you to work from
the inside of the lock.
These tools are specifically designed
to recreate correct combination
input by allowing you to deactivate
relocking mechanisms and draw
back bolts.
The ends of the tools are like little
fingers and are designed to
manipulate the inner workings of
many safe locks.
With the HPC safe opening kit you
can quickly and easily open Lagard
1800 and 2100, Mosler 302 and 402,
and many S&G safe locks. This kit
comes complete with 6 tools and
instructions in a handy roll-up case
for convenient storage.

HPNST-6

$278.30

Safe And Vault Manual

HPFAL-15X

$147.80
HPFAL-RLED Replacement LED
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$35.11

The safe and vault manual is generally
recognized as the “safe man’s bible”.
whether you are new to safe work or an
old timer interested in broadening your
knowledge of safe locks, you will find
this book contains valuable information
covering a wide variety of safe lock topics.
contains over 250 illustrations, 1000 factory
try out combinations and a section on original
factory methods of safe and vault combination
changing.

HPSVM

$145.48

